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In a recent issue of *Critical Care*, we read with interest the article by Lai and colleagues \[[@B1]\] in which they retrospectively analyzed the association between kidney function decline after a non-dialysis-requiring acute kidney injury (AKI) and long-term mortality (median follow-up of 700 days) in 634 intensive care unit (ICU) survivors. The authors found that every 1 mL/minute per 1.73 m^2^decrease from baseline-estimated glomerular filtration rate of individuals who progressed to stage 3, 4, and 5 chronic kidney disease significantly increased the risks of mortality by 0.7%, 2.3%, and 4.1%, respectively. This observation is novel and suggests that a gradual decline in long-term renal function in non-dialysis-requiring AKI survivors is associated with decreased survival. Curiously, the authors have not evaluated the impact of sepsis on renal function and mortality. Sepsis is the most common cause of AKI in the ICU, and patients with septic AKI are clinically distinct from those with non-septic AKI \[[@B2]-[@B4]\]. First, septic AKI is associated with a greater burden of illness, concomitant non-renal organ dysfunction, and need for mechanical ventilation and vasoactive therapy. Second, patients with septic AKI are less likely to have impaired premorbid kidney disease. Third, patients with septic AKI have longer hospital length of stay and increased hospital mortality. Lastly, patients with septic AKI are more likely to recover kidney function by hospital discharge. Therefore, the discrimination of septic and non-septic AKI may have clinical relevance for clinicians, and sepsis should be taken into consideration in analyzing not only short-term outcomes but also long-term renal function and long-term mortality in critically ill survivors of AKI.
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We thank Lopes and Jorge for their interest in our article \[[@B1]\]. We agree that sepsis should be taken into consideration in evaluating AKI outcomes. The presence of sepsis and the etiology of AKI have been identified as important factors affecting prognosis after an AKI \[[@B5]\].

Our prospectively collected NSARF (National Taiwan University Study Group on Acute Renal Failure) database, operating since 2002, did not contain the variables of the presence of sepsis and etiology of AKI at that time. Therefore, we could not analyze the influence of sepsis. We acknowledged this as a limitation and discussed it in the article. We included many factors in the final analysis model, including maximum RIFLE (risk, injury, failure, loss, and end-stage kidney criteria) stage, mean arterial pressure, serum lactate levels, inotropic equivalent, and APACHE II (acute physiology and chronic health evaluation II) and SOFA (sequential organ failure assessment) scores, and these could partially account for the impact of sepsis on AKI outcomes. These clinical factors had been shown to be associated with septic AKI in previous studies \[[@B3],[@B4]\].
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